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Abstract. Previous EAS investigations have shown
that the charged particle density becomes independent of the primary mass at large but fixed distances
from the shower core and that it can be used as
an estimator for the primary energy. The particular
radial distance from the shower axis where this effect
takes place is dependent on the detector layout. For
the KASCADE-Grande experiment it was shown to
be around 500 m. A notation S(500) is used for
the charged particle density at this specific distance.
Extensive simulation studies have shown that S(500)
is mapping the primary energy. We present results on
the reconstruction of the primary energy spectrum of
cosmic rays from the experimentally recorded S(500)
observable using the KASCADE-Grande array. The
constant intensity cut (CIC) method is applied to
evaluate the attenuation of the S(500) observable
with the zenith angle. A correction is subsequently
applied to correct all recorded S(500) values for attenuation. The all event S(500) spectrum is obtained.
A calibration of S(500) values with the primary
energy has been worked out by simulations and
has been used for conversion thus providing the
possibility to obtain the primary energy spectrum
(in the energy range accessible to the KASCADEGrande array, 1016 -1018 eV). An evaluation of systematic uncertainties induced by different factors is
also given.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Hillas has shown that the EAS particle density distributions at a certain distance from the shower core
(dependent on the EAS detection array) becomes independent of the primary mass and can be used as a
primary energy estimator [1]. Following this feature,
a method can be derived to reconstruct the primary
energy spectrum from the particular value of the charged
particle density, observed at such specific radial ranges.
The technique has been used by different detector arrays
in order to reconstruct the primary energy spectrum of
the cosmic radiation [2]. In the case of the KASCADEGrande array (at Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Germany, 110 m a.s.l.) [3], detailed simulations [4] have
shown that the particular distance for which this effect
takes place is about 500 m (see fig. 1). Therefore an
observable of interest in the case of KASCADE-Grande
is the charged particle density at 500 m distance from
the shower core, noted as S(500) in the following. The
study has been performed for both simulated (fig. 1)
and experimental (fig. 2) events, using identical reconstruction procedures [5]. The reconstruction begins
with recording the energy deposits of particles in the
KASCADE-Grande detector stations and the associated
temporal information (arrival times of particles). The
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II. E FFICIENCY

AND QUALITY CUTS

For the experimental EAS sample, the total time of
acquisition was ≈902 days. Showers were detected on a
500 x 600 m2 area up to 30◦ zenith angle. The 30◦ zenith
angle limit was imposed due to certain systematic effects
affecting the reconstruction of small showers above this
threshold. In order to ensure good reconstruction quality,
several quality cuts were imposed on the data. The same
cuts were used for both simulated and experimental
events. Only those events are accepted for which the reconstructed shower core is positioned inside the detector
array and not too close to the border. A good quality of
the fit to the Linsley distribution is a further important
criterion. Fig. 3 shows the total reconstruction efficiency
for different zenith angle intervals (the full efficiency is
reached at around log10 (E0 /GeV)=7.5).

Fig. 1: Simulations show that, for the case of the
KASCADE-Grande experimental layout, the particle
density becomes independent of the primary mass
around 500 m distance from shower core; this plot shows
averaged simulated lateral distributions for different primary types with equal energy.

S[m−2]

arrival direction of the shower is reconstructed from the
particle arrival times. Using appropriate Lateral Energy
Correction Functions (LECF), the energy deposits are
converted into particle densities. The LECF functions
are dependent on the shower zenith angle [6] and take
into account the fact that an inclined particle will deposit
more energy in detectors due to its longer cross path. For
every event, the obtained lateral density distribution is
approximated by a Linsley [7] Lateral Density Function
(LDF) in order to evaluate the particle density at the
radial range of interest, 500 m. To ensure good reconstruction quality, the approximation is performed over
a limited range of the lateral extension, namely only in
the 40 m − 1000 m radial range.
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Fig. 2: Averaged lateral density distributions of experimentally recorded EAS samples for two S(500) ranges.

Fig. 3: Reconstruction efficiency for different zenith
angle ranges and for the entire shower sample (events
triggering more than 24 stations).

III. T HE C ONSTANT I NTENSITY C UT

METHOD

Before converting the recorded S(500) values into
the corresponding primary energy values (via a relation
derived from simulation studies), one has to take into account the atmospheric attenuation affecting the charged
particle densities observed on ground. For more inclined
showers, the particles have to cross a longer path through
the atmosphere before reaching the detector level. In
such a case, events generated by identical primaries
reach the detector level at different stages of EAS
development, dependent on their angles of incidence. In
order to bring all recorded EAS events to the same level
of consistency, one has to eliminate the influence of the
zenith angle on the recorded S(500) observables. This is
achieved by applying the Constant Intensity Cut (CIC)
method. The S(500) attenuation is visible if S(500)
spectra are plotted for different EAS incident angles.
For this, the recorded events are separated into several
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IV. C ONVERSION
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Fig. 4: Integral S(500) spectra; the horizontal line is
a constant intensity cut at an arbitrarily chosen intensity; attenuation length of S(500) was evaluated at
347.38±21.65 g·cm−2
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Fig. 5: Attenuation of the S(500) observable with the
angle of incidence; the different curves show different
arbitrarily chosen intensity cuts.
log10(E/GeV)

sub-samples characterized by their angle of incidence.
The angular intervals are chosen in a way that they
open equal solid angles: 0◦ - 13.2◦, 13.2◦ - 18.8◦ , 18.8◦
- 23.1◦, 23.1◦ - 26.7◦ and 26.7◦ - 30.0◦ . In fig. 4
the attenuation is visible, as S(500) spectra are shifted
towards lower values for increasing zenith angles. The
CIC method assumes that a given intensity value in the
energy spectrum corresponds to a given primary energy
of particles and, since the S(500) is mapping the primary
energy spectrum, it is expected that this property of
the intensity is true also in the case of S(500) spectra.
Therefore a constant intensity cut on integral S(500)
spectra is performed, effectively cutting them at a given
primary energy. The intersection of the cut line with
each spectrum will give the attenuated S(500) value at
the corresponding angle of incidence for a given primary
energy. A linear interpolation is used between the two
neighboring points in the integral spectrum in order to
convert the value of the intensity into particle density
for each angular bin. The observed attenuation can be
corrected by parameterizing the attenuation curve and
correcting all events by bringing their S(500) value to
their corresponding value at a given reference angle of
incidence (see fig. 5; the parameterization with the lowest χ2 was chosen, namely the one corresponding to intensity 3000). For the present study this angle is considered to be 21◦ , since the zenith angular distribution for
the recorded EAS sample peaks at this value. The CIC
method implies several mathematical transformations of
data before obtaining the values corrected for attenuation
of the S(500) observable: interpolations and analytical
parameterizations (as mentioned in the above description
of the CIC method). These operations introduce some
systematic uncertainties on the final result of the CIC
method. The CIC-induced systematic uncertainty of the
corrected S(500) value is evaluated by propagating the
errors of fit parameters. The resulting CIC-induced error
of the S(500) observable will be taken into account later
when evaluating the total systematic uncertainty of the
reconstructed primary energy.
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After correcting the recorded S(500) values for attenuation, we can proceed to convert each of them to the
corresponding primary energy value. A calibration of
the primary energy E0 with S(500) was derived from
simulations (see fig. 6). The Monte-Carlo CORSIKA
EAS simulation tool was used to simulate air showers
(with QGSJET II model embedded for high energy interactions). In fig. 6, two slightly different dependencies
are shown for two primaries, a light primary (proton) and
a heavy primary (Fe). The two dependencies are almost
identical, a feature that is expected due to the mass
insensitivity of the S(500) observable. This calibration is
used to convert all S(500) values into the corresponding
primary energies. The spectrum of primary energy is
thus reconstructed. Fig. 7 shows the reconstructed energy spectrum compared with spectra reconstructed by

-p
- Fe

log10(S(500)/m -2)

Fig. 6: E0 - S(500) calibration curve for two different
primaries; the box-errors are the errors on the spread;
the errors on the mean are represented with bars.
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Fig. 7: Reconstructed experimental energy spectrum by KASCADE-Grande from S(500)/CIC, multiplied by E 2.5
compared with results of other experiments; the continuous lines above and below the spectrum are the error
envelopes and show combined statistical and systematic uncertainties.

other experiments. The spectrum is plotted starting from
the maximum efficiency threshold (see fig. 3). For the
systematic contribution to the total error, several sources
of systematic uncertainties have been identified and their
contributions were evaluated. Thus, the spectral index of
the simulated shower sample was equal to -2 and was
acting as a source of systematic uncertainty. In a similar
fashion, the S(500)-E0 calibration and the CIC method
itself were also introducing systematic uncertainties.
In all, these three sources were contributing with an
uncertainty of ≈1% from the total flux value. Other
sources that were considered were the Monte-Carlo
statistical uncertainty of the simulated shower sample
and the choosing of a certain reference angle at which to
perform the S(500) attenuation correction (contributing
with ≈7% and ≈30% relative uncertainty). The relative
contribution of all identified sources over the full efficiency range was fairly constant for any given source
and in total amounts for about 37% of the recorded flux
value. The energy resolution has also been evaluated
from simulations by calculating the difference between
the true and the reconstructed primary energy (applying
CIC to the simulated data). The energy resolution was
found to be 22% for E0 =1017 eV (for all primaries) and
is fairly constant over the entire full efficiency range.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
The primary energy spectrum has been reconstructed
from the particle densities recorded in the stations of
the KASCADE-Grande array. In the particular case
of KASCADE-Grande, the charged particle density at
500 m distance from the shower core was shown to be
primary mass insensitive. The CIC method was applied
on the recorded S(500) spectrum in order to correct

each shower for attenuation effects. Using a simulationderived calibration between S(500) and E0 (based on
the QGSJET II model for high energy interactions),
the attenuation corrected S(500) spectrum has been
converted into primary energy spectrum. The S(500)
derived KASCADE-Grande spectrum is composition
independent and comes in good agreement with the spectrum of lower energies previously reconstructed by the
KASCADE array. Future investigations will concentrate
also on improving the quality of the reconstruction along
with gaining a better understanding of the uncertainties
induced by the reconstruction technique.
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